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Does Legislating Against Doping in Sports
Make Sense?: Comparing Sweden and the
United States Suggest Not
Johan Lindholm1
I. INTRODUCTION
The U.S. government has taken legislative action against doping in
sports and policy makers have from time to time considered additional legislation
in the field. The  term  “doping”  here  refers  to  all  activities banned under World
Anti-Doping   Agency’s   World   Anti-Doping   Code   (2009)   (henceforth   “the  
WADA   Code”)2 since this term is comparatively clearly defined and its
definition is the widest used, both among sport stakeholders and policy makers. 3
The fact that there is historically a correlation between such legislative actions
and public revelations of drugs in sport4 suggests that this topic is as relevant
now as ever. It is largely undisputed that the federal government has the power
under the Commerce Clause to regulate doping in professional sports on the basis
that the professional leagues operate in interstate commerce. 5 There is however
significant disagreement as to whether additional legislation targeting doping in
sport is advisable.
Many U.S. politicians have publically addressed the need to combat
doping in sport, including President George W. Bush.6 In 2005, following the
doping scandal in baseball, 38 members of the House of Representatives and 8
Senators sponsored a number of bills requiring professional sport associations to
adopt and enforce policies and procedures for random testing and punishment of
athletes for use of performance-enhancing substances.7 In addition, many legal
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commentators favor additional federal intervention in the field of doping by
various means.8
The main reason why increased governmental involvement is viewed
favorably is arguably that governments have powers and resources to detect
doping that in several ways far supersede those of sport organizations. 9 For
example, the Court of Arbitration for Sport (CAS) recognized in its award in
Quigley that sport organizations have insufficient power and resources. 10 CAS
was asked to determine whether sport doping rules, which made athletes strictly
liable were consistent with the fundamental principle of presumption of
innocence.11 The tribunal found that the practice was acceptable considering that
“intentional   abuse   would   in   many   cases   escape   sanction   for   lack   of   proof   of  
guilty intent [and] that a requirement of intent would invite costly litigation that
may well cripple federations – particularly those run on modest budgets – in their
fight  against  doping.”12 CAS elaborated on this in Aanes where it concluded that:
[S]ince neither the federation nor the CAS has the means of
conducting its own investigation or of compelling witnesses to
give evidence, means which are available to the public prosecutor
in criminal proceedings, it would be all too simple for an athlete
to deny any intent or negligence and to simply state that he/she
has no idea how the prohibited substance arrived in his/her
system.13
An example of what this could mean can be found in Australia. A bill
recently   introduced   in   Australia’s   federal   parliament   would   give   the   Australian  
Sports Anti-Doping Authority (ASADA) the power to issue disclosure notices to
compel individuals to participate in their investigations and to penalize failure to
comply.14
Another argument in favor of additional governmental involvement is
that the government has the ability to impose deterring sanctions. It is plain to
see that the financial rewards and glory that come with winning makes it very
tempting for athletes to use PEDs. In addition to the perception, that everyone
else is doing it and that it is necessary to keep up, one can understand why the
penalties exacted by the sporting organizations appear insufficient to dissuade
athletes from doping.15 Adding the weight of the government can arguably tip the
incentive scales by causing those who use these substances to face substantial
financial penalties or even prison time as well.16
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Others oppose increased legislation. While President Obama, like his
predecessor, has publicly condemned doping, he believes that it is primarily a
problem that those involved in sports need to solve for themselves.17 In line with
this, legal commentators have argued that legal intervention is not an effective
remedy against the phenomenon of doping, 18 that  “the  benefits  of  harsher  steroid  
policies are outweighed by the complications that government-mandated steroid
testing creates,”19 or   that   the   whole   thing   is   simply   a   “pseudo-controversy.”20
Thus, one can conclude that there is significant disagreement regarding the
proper role of the government in fighting doping in sports.
The U.S. is not the only place where these issues are being considered:
many nations have used or consider using legislation to fight doping. This article
uses the Swedish regulatory model and the experience with that model as a point
for comparison and evaluation. This comparison covers both sport stakeholders 21
and policy makers22 and consequently focuses on four actors: (i) U.S. sport
stakeholders, (ii) Swedish sport stakeholders, (iii) U.S. policy makers, and (iv)
Swedish policy makers. While the Swedish example is in some regards
representative of a wider, European example, the reader should be aware that
there are significant differences between European countries.
Through a pan-Atlantic comparison, this article seeks to inform on the
expediency of policy makers being more directly involved in the battle against
doping in sports. The general conclusion of this article is that deepened
governmental involvement is undesirable. While unified in their condemnation of
doping, sport stakeholders and policy makers disagree on why doping should be
fought and this translates into regulatory difference, including on what
constitutes doping and how it should be fought. As a result, the overlap between
government and sport policy is limited and unable to sustain a successful
partnership. Actions such as those proposed23 do not make sense for policy
makers considering their stated goals and their closer involvement could affect
existing rules in unforeseen and, for some, undesirable ways. Also, both Swedish
and American experiences suggest that existing rules would be susceptible to
constitutional challenges if the government became more deeply involved.
The remainder of this article is divided into five sections. Section 0
provides a broad overview of the actors involved and actions that they currently
take. Section 0 describes the aims underlying these actions. Section 0 defines
what doping is for each of the actors involved. Section 0 discusses the
fundamental rights of athletes and their bearing on the issue. Section 0
summarizes the findings of the article and presents some final conclusions.
II. WHO AND WHAT? ACTORS AND ACTIONS
A. SPORT STAKEHOLDERS
Several public deaths in cycling in the 1960s led the international
federations for cycling and soccer, UCI and FIFA, to implement and enforce
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doping regulations at their respective world championships in 1966. 24 It was
however the International Olympic Committee (IOC) that came to spearhead the
drive against doping in sports25 by introducing rules banning doping and the
accompanying list of banned substances at the 1968 Olympics. 26 In 1999, the
World Anti-Doping Agency (WADA) was established and assumed the leading
role in the battle against doping in sports.
WADA’s  most  important  contribution has been the establishment of the
World Anti-Doping Code (WADA Code). The WADA Code binds all
international federations that are members of the IOC and any national governing
body that is a member of these international federations. In this manner, many
athletes in Europe and North America are bound by the Code. For example, the
International Amateur Athletic Federation (IAAF) is an IOC member and counts
among its members USA Track & Field (USATF) and Svenska
Friidrottsförbundet (Swedish Athletic Association). In addition, an international
federation outside of the Olympic movement may opt-in to be bound by the
WADA Code. For example, this is the case with the Rugby League International
Federation (RLIF) and the International Federation of American Football (IFAF).
The IOC has its own doping rules that are applicable and enforced in
connection with the Olympic Games. 27 Much of the continuous enforcement on
the national level is however done by national anti-doping organizations
(NADO’s).   In   order   to   reduce actual or perceived involvement by sporting
organizations with interest in the outcome, the responsibility for testing and
related anti-doping measures has in the US been placed on the U.S. Anti-Doping
Agency (USADA), which is independent from the Olympic movement.28 In
Sweden, this responsibility rests with the Swedish Sport Confederation
(Riksidrottsförbundet) (RF). 29
There are important organizational differences between Swedish and
North American sports. In Sweden, professional, amateur, and youth sports are
all organized by clubs belonging to the same NGB and who are, almost without
exception, bound by the WADA Code. This means that youth and amateur
players are subject to the same doping rules, testing, and disciplinary sanctions as
professional players. By comparison, the major North American professional
leagues are not members of an international federation that is bound by the Code,
nor have they independently opted to be bound by the WADA Code. The four
largest major professional leagues are Major League Baseball (MLB), the
National Basketball Association (NBA), the National Football League (NFL),
and the National Hockey League (NHL). All of these leagues have their own
doping rules that are included in their respective collective bargain agreements.
Stronger policies have been agreed upon in recent years, at least in part due to
Congress threatening to otherwise legislate. 30 The league policies are however
significantly weaker than the WADA Code with regard to scope, testing, and
penalties.31 This carries with it certain consequences. For example, when
participating in the FIBA Basketball World Cup, Swedish and American
basketball players competing for their respective countries are bound by the rules
24
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of the International Basketball Federation (Fédération Internationale de
Basketball Amateur) (FIBA) that includes the WADA Code. If the player plays
in the Swedish league, the WADA Code applies; but, if the player plays in the
NBA, the more relaxed rules laid out in the NBA-NBAPA Collective Bargaining
Agreement apply. This explains why U.S. legislators have pushed the major
professional leagues to abide by the WADA Code.32
Selig   &   Manfred   argued   that   “it   is   not   at   all   surprising”   that  
professional leagues in North America have failed to implement rigorous doping
rules like those applicable to amateurs and college athletes. Rules for
professional leagues must be agreed upon by employers and employees. Amateur
and   college   leagues,   in   contrast,   “do   not   have   the   ability   to   resist   unilateral  
implementation.”33 The Swedish experience suggests that it is not impossible to
implement effective drug testing in professional sport (in case anyone thought
otherwise) but that doing so probably depends, as Selig & Manfred suggest, on
the   athletes’   lack   of   “ability   to   resist.”   Unlike in North America, amateur and
professional sports in Sweden are organized by the same entities. In addition to
being employees34, professional athletes in Sweden belong to a sport federation
whose members are bound by the WADA Code. Hence, we can argue that
athletes  have  no  real  alternative  to  accepting  the  doping  rules:  it  is  “play  by  our  
rules or not at all.”35 While we can question if such a system is appropriate or
even legal, it is effective.
B. POLICY MAKERS
In both Europe and North America, policy makers have used their
legislative powers to combat doping, primarily by imposing criminal sanctions. 36
The first country to take such action was France, which in 1965 they enacted an
act making it unlawful to use certain substances in connection with sport
competitions.37 Legislation targeting doping can be distinguished based on if it
specifically targets those participating in organized sports or generally to all
members of society.38 Such legislation can also be distinguished on the basis of
whether it only covers those involved in the manufacture and distribution of
doping substances or whether it also covers users.39
The bills introduced by the U.S. Congress in 200540 were never enacted
into law and there is no other federal law specifically targeting doping in
organized sports. There is also no such state law.41 There are however federal
laws targeting doping in society generally. The most important of these are the
relevant sections of the Controlled Substance Act (CSA). 42 CSA’s   scope   was  
expanded through the Anabolic Steroids Control Act of 1990 (ASCA) to include
eighteen anabolic substances,43 and subsequently amended through the Anabolic
Steroid Control Act of 2004 to include another sixty substances, including
numerous steroid precursors.44 ASCA criminalizes acts related to the
32
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manufacture and distribution of the specified substances, 45 but also the
possession of such substances for personal use.46 By merit of being classified as
Class  III  substances,  possession  is  punishable  by  “a  term  of  imprisonment of not
more   than   1   year,   and   shall   be   fined   a   minimum   of  $1,000,   or   both”   for   a   first  
offense.47 States have written their respective laws to conform to the CSA and
have otherwise limited their actions to regulating steroids in schools and to
disseminating information.48
Gandert & Ronisky describe ASCA as a failure: it fails to address the
problem of doping in professional sports and has failed to reduce doping among
amateurs,   a   phenomenon   that   they   describe   as   having   become   “epidemic.” 49
Other commentators   point   to   Congress’s   failure   to   include   specific   substances.  
While the additions made in 2004 were an improvement, several commentators
have  argued  that  ASCA’s  scope  should  be  expanded  further. 50
Substances not covered by the CSA may fall within the scope of the
Dietary Supplemental Health and Education Act of 1994 (DSHEA). 51 Compared
to what was previously the law, DSHEA relaxed the U.S. Food and Drug
Administration’s  (FDA)  control  of  nutrient  and  dietary  supplements,  which  may  
include some doping-class substances. Under DSHEA these substances are
essentially presumed safe and the FDA has the burden to prove that they are
harmful.52
In 1991, the Swedish Parliament adopted the Swedish Doping Act. 53
The law covers (i) synthetic anabolic steroids, (ii) testosterone and its
derivatives, (iii) human growth hormone, and (iv) substances that increase the
production or release of testosterone and its derivatives or growth hormone. 54
Before 1991 these substances were covered by legislation regulating the
manufacture, import, distribution, marketing, and sale of medicinal drugs.55 This
is still true for the many doping substances not covered by the Doping Act. 56 The
separate regulation achieves primarily two things. First, it covers users. In
addition to acts previously criminalized, the Doping Act made it a criminal
offense to possess or use these substances.57 Second, it imposes stricter criminal
penalties. The Act categorizes doping crimes by three degrees of severity and
provides that the respective penalties shall be (i) a fine or a term of imprisonment
not more than six months, (ii) a term of imprisonment not more than 2 years, and
(iii) a term of imprisonment not less than six months and not more than six
years.58 When applying the provision in a recent decision, Operation Liquid,
Swedish courts handed out three month prison sentences for second degree
violations and about three year sentences for third degree violations, including
one seven year sentence.59 Use or possession of a quantity of a substance
equivalent to or less than a normal usage dose is normally classified as a doping
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offense of the first, least serious degree and punishment is normally limited to a
fine.60
The European Union has not adopted any legislative acts targeting doping. In
2009, the European Union received limited but independent regulatory power in
the fields of sport that are particularly well suited for regulation. 61 There is also a
significant political movement to use these powers to harmonize national
measures against doping. However, no such measures have yet been agreed
upon,62 and will likely not be agreed upon any time soon.63
III. DUELING AIMS AND NOT AGREEING ON WHY DOPING IS BAD
A.

Introduction

In order to assess the appropriateness of a partnership against doping
between policy makers and sport stakeholders it is necessary to identify what
each seeks to get out of the partnership or, differently phrased, their underlying
policy aims. There are several possible reasons for combating doping. Mehlman
et al. identifies seven rationales: (i) safety, (ii) ethics of sport, (iii) protecting
children, (iv) the war on drugs, (v) the Cold War, (vi) nostalgia, and (vii)
aesthetics.64 This section explores in turn what drives sport stakeholders and
policy makers to take actions against doping and finds that their motives differ
quite significantly.
B.
Sport Stakeholders
A good starting point for understanding the underlying rationale for
anti-doping rules in sports is the WADA Code. A substance or a method can be
banned under the WADA Code if it satisfies at least two of three criteria: (i) it
enhances  or  has  the  potential  to  enhance  the  user’s  performance,  (ii)  it  is  harmful  
to his or her health, or (iii) it violates  “the  spirit  of  sport.”65
The third criterion, the spirit of sport, is unclear and largely redundant.
According   to   the   WADA   Code,   the   spirit   of   sport   “is   the   celebration   of   the  
human   spirit,   body   and   mind”   and   is   inter alia characterized by the values of
ethics, fair play, honesty, and health. As these values by and large overlap with
the other criteria, it is difficult to see how the spirit of sport adds to our
understanding of the underlying policy.
With regard to the criterion of performance enhancement it should first
be noted that there are several banned substances that do not have a scientifically
established performance enhancing effect, for example glucocorticosteroids66 and
cannabinoids67. Second, it is not obvious why performance enhancement is
problematic from a sporting standpoint: performance and enhancement are
central elements of sport, arguably its defining characteristics. One attempt to
distinguish doping from other means of performance enhancement is that the
former constitutes cheating. This argument is self-defeating: doping is cheating
because it is banned and if it was not banned it would not be cheating. 68 It is
similarly difficult to clearly distinguish that which is banned from that which is
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allowed on the grounds that the latter is more natural.69 It is difficult to
distinguish unfair advantages that some athletes have over others from
advantages that are considered fair.70
It is also difficult to see how the criterion of protecting   participants’  
health can explain anti-doping policies in sport. For some doping substances
there are scientifically proven physical and mental health risks, the prime
example being anabolic steroids.71 There are however other substances for which
the health risks are more uncertain, including EPO72 and cannabinoids73. The
health argument has also been criticized for being inconsistent, as sport in
general and professional sport in particular is not necessarily healthy for the
participants. Some sports have inherent health risks,74 whereas other sports
become dangerous as athletes try to push boundaries. 75 Practicing and competing
while   injured   is   dangerous   for   an   athlete’s   health   but   not   banned   and   probably  
pretty common.76 Also, in some sports the competitors starve themselves to
enhance their performance without organizers taking preventative actions like
those discouraging doping.77 It can finally be noted that the health risks
associated with doping are in part attributable to over-use78 and that this is
largely administered by the athletes themselves. On this basis, one could argue
that health risks would decrease if athletes were allowed to seek expert advice. 79
Reasonable minds can differ as to whether the lack of a clear and
consistent underlying policy is a problem. For example, Tamburrini has argued
that the lack of consistency and transparency makes the system arbitrary and that
it would make more sense to scrap the whole thing. 80 By comparison, Mitten
states   that   “[s]ports   governing   bodies   have   a   legitimate interest in establishing
uniform   rules   necessary   to   maintain   the   sport’s   integrity   and   image,   to   ensure  
competitive  balance,  and  to  protect  athletes’  health  and  safety”  and  “[e]ven  if  a  
sport’s  rules  of  play  are  arbitrary  (and  they  often  are),  the  sport’s  governing  body  
has the inherent authority to promulgate clearly defined rules to ensure fair play
and enforce them in a uniform, non-discriminatory  manner.”81
Regardless where one comes down on this issue, doping rules in sport
cannot convincingly be based on the reasons stated. I would argue that the
dominant reason for combating doping in sport is to uphold its legitimacy:
certain activities are banned in sport because otherwise people would not be
willing to participate in (internal legitimacy) or support the activity (external
legitimacy). This can be described as the economics of doping in sport: when
doping becomes too rampant in a sport it will self-regulate or perish.82 There are
69
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early examples of this. The first sport organization in modern history to ban
certain substances was the English Jockey Club in 1908 and it took this measure
in order to keep the public interested in betting on horseraces. 83 This is
particularly clear in professional and commercial sports whose long-term
viability is dependent on keeping the interest of the general public.84 Leitner
makes a similar observation: professional leagues should be able to decide to
what extent it is necessary to ban drugs in order to maintain public interest and,
by extension, profitability. 85
C.

Policy Makers

There are primarily two rationales proposed in favor of policy makers
combating doping: (i) upholding the integrity, honesty, and fairness of sporting
competitions  (henceforth  “the  fair-play  argument”)  and  (ii)  protecting  the  general  
public, and in particular the youth, against the harmful physical effect of using
performance  enhancing  substances  (henceforth  “the  public-health  argument”).
Most existing and proposed legislative acts rest primarily on the publichealth argument.86 This is for example evident in ASCA that, among other
things,   provides   that   the   Office   of   Substance   Abuse   Prevention   shall   “develop  
and support innovative demonstration programs designed to identify and deter
the improper use or abuse of anabolic steroids by students, especially students in
secondary   schools.”87 It is also evident in the Swedish Doping Act. In
considering which substances the act should cover, the legislature considered
whether there was scientific proof for health risks with its uncontrolled use and if
its use is so widespread that it constitutes a public health issue.88
The public-health argument is however also sometimes linked to the
fair-play argument. A good illustration of this are the anti-doping bills introduced
in the U.S. Congress in 2005.89 For example, the stated purpose of the Clean
Sports  Act  of  2005  (CSA)  was  to  reduce  minors’  use  of  PEDs  which  “is  a  public  
health  problem  of  national  significance”  which  would  be  reduced  through  “[t]he  
adoption by professional sports leagues of strong policies to eliminate the use of
performance-enhancing  substances”  as  “the  actual  or  alleged  use  of  performanceenhancing substances by professional athletes results in the increased use of
these   substances   by   children   and   teenagers.” 90 President Obama has similarly
stated  that  the  biggest  concern  with  doping  in  professional  sports  is  “the  message  
that  it  sends  to  our  kids”91 who  are  “modeling  themselves  on  athletes.”92
D.

Summary and Conclusions

The examination above shows that sport stakeholders and policy
makers seeking to combat doping are motivated by predominantly different
interests. At first sight, it  appears  that  both  actors’  efforts  are  motivated  by  health  
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reasons, but a closer examination reveals that this is not true: sport stakeholders
use the health argument in an inconsistent and partially unsupported way
whereas policy makers base their actions on a public health argument.
The common denominator underlying governmental and sport actions
against doping is thereby largely reduced to the claimed connection between, on
one hand, drug use in professional sport and, on the other, its prevalence among
amateurs and, in particular, young people. This is not a terribly strong connection
nor is the claims of such a connection convincingly substantiated. Considering
that research in the field suggests that there are a large number of factors that
affect attitudes towards doping,93 the impact of doping in professional sports on
young people must at this time be considered an unconfirmed hypothesis. 94
IV. DUELING DEFINITIONS AND NOT AGREEING ON WHAT DOPING IS
The difference in underlying rationale for fighting doping between
policy makers and sport stakeholders has consequences for what they want to
fight or, differently phrased, what constitutes doping under their respective
regulations. As previously mentioned, this article takes as a point of departure the
definition of doping found in sports and in particular in the WADA Code. While
there  are  differences  between  the  studied  actors’  regulations,  sport  stakeholders’  
rules are, as explained in this section, consistently more extensive than policy
makers’.95 When comparing legal measures and measures promulgated by sport
stakeholders, substances that are banned under the WADA Code can be divided
into three categories.
A first category consists of substances that are illegal to possess. To this
category belong substances covered by the WADA Code as well as the ASCA
and the Swedish Doping Act, including testosterone and anabolic steroids. The
Swedish Doping Act additionally covers human growth hormone (HGH),
whereas ASCA does not.96 It should also be noted that there is a long history of
using amphetamines and other stimulants substances to enhance performance in
sports97 and that contact with such substances, other than when medically
prescribed, is and has been for some time, criminalized in both Sweden and the
U.S.98
It can also be noted in this context that the Swedish Doping Act goes
further than ASCA in that it makes it illegal not only to possess these substance
but also, following amendments in 2000,99 criminalizes use.100 In theory, this
should enhance its effective enforcement as it brings the law in conformity with
the sporting rules and thus athletes caught using anabolic steroids or HGH could
also be criminally charged. The case of Robin Rahm is illustrative. In 2010,
Rahm, a professional ice hockey goalie, tested positive for a number of anabolic
substances for which he subsequently received a two-year suspension. As a result
of media reporting on the suspension, police enforcement launched an
investigation. Rahm admitted using the substances and he later found guilty of a
doping crime of the first degree.101
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An empirical study of rulings by the Disciplinary Board for Doping
Violations in Swedish sport (Dopingnämnden) and general trial courts
(Tingsrätter) suggests however that this rarely happens. Most doping violations
punished by the Disciplinary Board involved use but there was no significant
overlap.102 In fact, Rahm is to my knowledge the only example in Sweden of an
individual being punished for the same offense under both the criminal system
and  his  sport’s  anti-doping rules. While this suggests that there are problems with
enforcement, the Swedish solution of criminalizing use in addition to possession
is an appealing one, worth considering in the United States. If ASCA is expanded
to include use it would mean that athletes that test positive for one of the
substances   covered   by   the   Act   could,   in   addition   to   sports’   penalties,   face  
criminal charges. Such legislative action would be consistent with the underlying
policy:   although   policy   makers   are   not   in   the   business   of   upholding   sport’s  
legitimacy per se, there is no reason why proven violators should avoid
prosecution just because they are athletes.
A second category consist of those substances which are banned under
the WADA Code and that are illegal to manufacture and distribute without
appropriate permits. This category primarily includes substances that are
classified as prescription drugs. This includes, among other substances,
erythropoietin (EPO), insulin-like growth factor (IGF-1), beta-2 antagonists such
as clenbuterol, and, under U.S. law, HGH. These substances are legal to possess
and use even though they can enhance athletic performance. 103
The third and final category contains substances that are banned in
sports but legal to possess as well as legal to manufacture and distribute without
a special permit. This category includes many of the nutritional or dietary
supplements that some commentators would like to see covered by expanded
legislation.104 An example of a substance that belongs to this category under U.S.
law is DHEA (dehydroepiandrosterone). DHEA is an endogenous steroid
hormone. In Sweden, DHEA is classified as medicine and thus falls under the
second category. All doping methods banned by the WADA Code, including
blood doping and gene doping, also belong to this category. 105
Therefore, one can conclude that sport stakeholders and policy makers
on both sides in both jurisdictions extensively cover anabolic steroids; but, the
same is not true for other frequently used and much-discussed substances.
Despite amendments made in the 2000s, there are significant differences in scope
with regard to which substances are covered between, on one hand, the WADA
Code and other sporting rules, and on the other, ASCA and the Swedish Doping
Act.
The   difference   in   scope   between   the   policy   makers’   and   the   sport  
stakeholders’   rules   is   not   random   but   consistent   with   their   respective   aims.   For  
example, the internal and external legitimacy of cycling, cross-country skiing,
and other endurance-intensive sports has been seriously harmed by revelations
that athletes consume EPO and engage in blood doping and the future of these
sports could depend on their ability to purge such behavior.106 EPO use and blood
doping is, however, uncommon among the general public, does not constitute a
public health problem, and consequently does not concern policy makers based
on their underlying rationale.107 Unless policy makers radically change their
102
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underlying rationale for fighting doping to include upholding the legitimacy of
sport, expanded legislation like that suggested by some policy makers 108 and
legal scholars109 is  not  in  the  government’s  interest.
Increased government involvement in the fight against doping in sport
could   even   lead   to   restricting   sport’s   own   regulations   because   of   balancing  
competing interests. For example, the European Union wants to become more
actively involved in the fight against doping and its institutions have stated that
such   involvement   should   include   greater   protection   of   athletes’   fundamental  
rights.110 Such protection would come at the expense of more rules that are
effective and enforcement of those rules that some sport stakeholders would
prefer.
V. FUNDAMENTAL RIGHTS OF ATHLETES
Numerous scholars have discussed whether existing anti-doping rules in
sport   violate   the   athletes’   fundamental   rights.   It   is   not   possible   to   exhaustively  
present this extensive debate, but a few examples of such conflicts are in order.
A  first  example  is  the  Fourth  Amendment,  which  provides  “the  people  
the right to be secure in their persons, houses, papers, and effects, against
unreasonable   searches   and   seizures.”111 The European Convention on Human
Rights, drafted in 1950, contains a roughly corresponding right, the right of every
person   “to   respect   for   his   private   and   family   life,   his   home   and   his  
correspondence,”112 as   does   the   European   Union’s   Charter   on   Fundamental  
Rights.113 It is clear that doping controls and other elements of the procedure in
sport   constitutes   a   significant   intrusion   into   an   athlete’s   private   life. 114 U.S.
scholars have concluded that the Fourth Amendment applies to and could be used
to challenge a federal act governing doping testing,115 including the proposed but
never adopted CSA.116
There are also elements that potentially violate the rights to due process
protected in both legal orders.117 For example, McCaffrey draws attention to the
fact that many central aspects of the current anti-doping regime, such as the
principle of strict liability,118 are sensitive to due process challenges. 119 A related
but distinguishable example is the application of the general principle of
proportionality. Sanctions handed out within the sport system are quite rigid and
little distinction is made with regard to the severity of infringement. 120
Challenges on fundamental rights grounds do however require that the
rights apply to those that undertake the actions. Sport stakeholders, including
108
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both those that are part of the Olympic movement, other federations, and
professional sport leagues are private entities and are therefore, as a general rule,
not subject to these fundamental rights. American legal commentators disagree as
to whether the existing anti-doping regime can be challenged for violating
fundamental   constitutional   rights   by   merit   of   USADA   being   a   “state   actor.”121
While there is currently no clear answer to this question, it is clear that additional
governmental involvement would increase the ability to challenge anti-doping
rules on fundamental rights grounds.
The Swedish situation is somewhat similar. Fundamental rights and
freedoms provided by the Swedish Constitution only apply to “the   public,” a
term that shall be interpreted narrowly and therefore does not include the entities
that currently enforce doping rules in sport,122 but increased governmental
involvement might change that conclusion. Similarly, the European Convention
on Human Rights only applies directly to the signatory states but, according to
the case law of the European Court of Human Rights, a state may be held
responsible for the actions of a private entity, such as when the private entity was
delegated a task by the state.123 This can be compared to the state action doctrine
discussed above and suggests that Sweden or another signatory state would have
to answer for acts it directed private entities to commit. States are also under a
positive   duty   to   protect   individuals’   rights   from   being   infringed by other
individuals (a.k.a “Drittwirkung,”)124 including actions taken by sporting
organizations.125 This is however reserved for gross violations of fundamental
rights.
In conclusion, on both sides of the Atlantic, there are fundamental
rights that limit what actions can be taken to combat doping in sport. Also, in
both legal jurisdictions, the likelihood that such fundamental rights are invoked
to successfully challenge doping rules increases with enhanced government
involvement.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
Based on the discussion above, this contribution makes three
observations regarding the expediency of legislative involvement in doping in
sport.
First, sport stakeholders and policy makers have different reasons to
fight doping and the overlap between their aims 126 is tenuous and
unsubstantiated, which translates into policy makers and sport stakeholders
wanting to fight different things. This is a poor foundation for increased
cooperation. Moreover, this article suggests that government involvement may
move drug policy in sport away from the path that some sport stakeholders
prefer.
Second, the ability of the law to reduce the prevalence of doping in
society in general is closely tied to the resources allocated to agencies entrusted
to enforce it. Realistic ways of increasing the efficiency of the system include
increasing resources to enforce existing laws, expanding ASCA to include use,
and increasing the criminal penalties for manufacturing and distributing alreadycriminalized substances.
Third, government action is constrained by fundamental rights
limitations that sporting stakeholders take quite lightly and the current antidoping rules in sport likely do not comply with. Increased government
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involvement in the fight against doping increases the likelihood that those rules
are challenged on fundamental rights grounds.
In conclusion, beyond potentially scoring political points, policy makers
have limited reasons for getting more directly involved in the battle against
doping in sports. Moreover, at least some sport stakeholders would probably
prefer if the government did not get involved. Enhancements of the current
regime that would come with government power and resources to find and
punish doping would likely, at least partially, be offset by other factors.
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